Introducing Recruiter
Recruiter is LinkedIn’s all-encompassing platform
for talent professionals. It’s the ultimate resource
for finding, connecting with, and managing the
best talent. It uses intelligence on the platform to
surface quality candidates, and member signals
so you can prioritize candidates most open to
hearing from you.

Unlock the world’s largest professional network with
insights and tools to hire the right candidate faster
Find the right
people, fast

Engage with
candidates

Be an efficient,
strategic partner

Integrate with
your ATS

Create a stronger search
with smart suggestions
that recommends skills,
locations, titles, and more
for your role.

Reach out to qualified
candidates using
personalized InMail
messaging, either
individually or in batch.

Save time with saved
searches, shared
candidate notes, and
analytics to track
performance of InMail and
LinkedIn products.

Recruiter System Connect
links Recruiter and your
ATS to see current
candidate rounds, get
more applicant data, and
boost collaboration.

“The data [from LinkedIn] helps us refine our whole recruitment strategy...
It’s something a traditional job board cannot offer.”
Sara Ho
Group Head of Human Resources, Jebsen & Co., Ltd.
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40%

9/10

LinkedIn members
are open to new
opportunities

560M+

higher rating on
applicant quality than
any job board

community of
active and engaged
professionals

Features of Recruiter
Search Spotlights: Prioritize the candidates most likely to respond to your
outreach, including people open to new opportunities, contractors, and past applicants.
InMail: Recruiter’s messaging tool allows you to message any member on the
platform. Includes templates and reporting.
Saved Searches: Get up to 50 saved search alerts daily, which includes a
section on Open Candidates (those ready for their next job).

Bundle Recruiter with these products

Pipeline Builder

Career Pages

Talent Media

Job Slots

Build a personalized,
targeted pipeline of talent
already interested in
your company.

Attract top candidates
by highlighting your
company culture and
job opportunities.

Media (like Recruitment and
Work With Us Ads) distribute
job opportunities to a more
targeted audience.

Rotate an unlimited
number of open job posts
in and out of your Job
Slots over 12 months.

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

Other resources to help you with your hiring needs
LinkedIn Hiring Features
Revealed

6 Steps to Accelerate the
Hiring Process

How to Craft Job Posts
that Convert
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